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Takeshi Murata’s latest show at Ratio 3 consists of just 
two pieces: a big-screen projected animation titled "OM 
Rider" (2013) and a spotlighted hologram of one of the 
spectacle's two characters: a bipedal wolf in man's 
clothing with luminescent green fur.

The hologram makes him seem to pivot to follow the 
entering visitor, an illusion more compelling after a 
viewing of "OM Rider" than before.

Filling a whole wall, the projected animation, without 
dialogue - unless howls and growls count - gets 
narrative propulsion from a soundtrack orchestrated by  
Robert Beatty, Spencer Yeh, and Devin Flynn.

It opens on a moonscape empty but for a few things - 
several palm trees, a beached fish, a skull, a chair and a 
motor scooter. Enter the wolf, who strides over to a 
synthesizer wired to big floor speakers. With clawed 
humanoid hands, he begins to play ear-splitting riffs.

Cut to somewhere across space and, perhaps, time: An 
old man appears wearing a bright yellow blazer, brown 
tie and plaid pants. Bald on top, he has a fringe of long 

white hair that wafts like Spanish moss when he moves.
The action consists of the wolf whipping himself into a 
murderous rage before roaring off on a motor scooter, 
while the old man experiences intensifying dread, best 
expressed by his frantically rolling dice over and over, 
getting snake eyes every time.

Murata toys with suspense and horror film cliches: the 
high-speed drive that can have only one destination, the  
trudge up an endless winding staircase that leads to no 
shelter. And he flaunts highly refined animation 
technique that lavishes attention on every hint of 
reflection and gradient color.

"OM Rider" would look pretty silly did it not read as a 
cartoon allegory of the inescapability, and indignity, of 
death. No Bergmanesque black-shrouded chess player 
here, but a death figure and foreboding suited to a 
culture steeped in high-finish adolescent fantasy.

Takeshi Murata: Midnight: Projected video and a 
hologram. Through Dec. 14. Ratio 3, 2831A Mission St., 
S.F. (415) 821-3371, www.ratio3.org.
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A still from Takeshi Murata's projected animation video, "OM Rider," in which an old man frantically rolls dice over and over - but 
they come up snake eyes every time. Photo: Takeshi Murata


